Columns

(Bylined with Eric J. Ray, Sun Microsystems, Network Security Products)

Rays on Computing, a weekly general-interest computing column, offers clear, practical, and fun information for people who have real computing needs and frustrations. Rays on Computing focuses on using computer technology to make life easier, simplifying complicated processes, and easing frustrations.

Rays on the Internet for Kids focuses on a weekly topic that’s tied to holidays, events, or subjects of interest to kids, and it identifies Web sites that are educational, entertaining, or otherwise worthwhile about these topics. This column also includes a KidBits section, which provides tips for helping kids use the computer more efficiently.

“That’s the most coherent explanation of the Y2K problem I’ve read so far! I finally understand it. Thanks for laying it out so simply.” Cindy Yurth, Features Editor, The Herald Journal

“You are my heroes! Your [Rays on Computing] column on frames provided just the information I needed!” Daniel Watson

“I cut out all of your [Rays on Computing] articles and use them as a reference on my desk.” Local reader